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NOVEMBER 1838. SUNDAY: After last night's hurricane we have a calmer wind and more favourable. The anchor is up and our sails are set... 29 NOV EMBER 5838. ThURSDAY: Dreadful hurricane. We
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continue at anchor rocked about fearfully and expect tobe driven fromouranchorage everymoment._ 30 NOVEMBER 1838. FRIDAY: Spent a sleepless night owing to the highness of the wind. 1 DECEMBER

fl

18 8.

RDAY: The wind still unfavourable and we keep our anchorage-unable to make sail. 2 DECEMBER 1838. SUNDAY: Wind still ahead of us. 3 DECEMBER 1833 MONDAY. After a most boisterous

night It Is calm this morning... 4 DECEMBER 184yUESDAY: W d to day e same. 5 DECEMBER 1838. WEDNESDAY: Wind west We set sail at 6 o'clock and get on slowly. 6 DECEMBER 1838.
THURSDAY: The fine breeze of yesterday, which gradually veered round to north-west, has sunk this morning into calm and we scarcely feel any motion.., the blue hills of Old England are now scarce visible
above the horizon... 7 DECEMBER 1838. FRIDAY: the breeze again sprang up... 8 DECEMBER 1838. SATURDAY: Wand fair and calm. We make little progress-towards midday we are almost as 'idle as a
Palnte4juvon a painted ocean'. 9 DECEMBER 1838. SUNDAY: Wind fair and a alight breeze. 13 DECEMBER 1838. THURSDAY: Lit 45'. A stiff breeze, but fair. We have this mornlngfor the first time a
good run-from 6 to 7 knots an hour. 14 DECEMBER 1838. FRIDAY: ..wlod still fair but calm... I remarked last night the beautiful luminous appearance of the sea. 17 DECEMBER 1838. MONDAY: Wind
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fair and a good breeze... weare completely out of the sight of land. 19 DECEMBER 1038. WEDNESDAY. Calm. We make very little progress. 20 DECEMBER 1839. THURSDAY: Dead calm-theSea is as smooth
us oil... 24 DECEMBER 1838. MONDAY: Beautiful breeze from the north east. We make Smiles in how. 26 DECEMBER 1839. WEDNESDAY: Breeze still fresh and favourable
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T.i5JANUARY 1839. SATURDAY: Breeze very light In the mornln& 7JANUARY 1839. MONDAY: It has rained all last night with thunder and lightning. 8JANUARY 1859. TUESDAY: Calm and without
a cloud In the morning. 1IJANUARY 3839. FRIDAY: Alight breeze this morning, and our course is south-west by south. I2JANUARY 1839. SATURDAY: We have got again Into a trade wind and have a good
run. I3JANUARY 1839. SUNDAY: We have still this mominga fine breeze. We are got into the south-east trade wind, which blows till we reach 30' and then we shall be out of the tropics. I4JAN UARY 1839.
MONDAY: The heat is not intense. With the breeze and the clouds that are constantly passing over the Sun, It is much mitigated. I8JANUARY 1839. FRIDAY: Lat: 13' 13'S. A good breeze and the Ship going her
course-ail well. 24JANUAI1Y 1839. THURSDAY: A dead calm today and very rainy. 2SJANUARY 1939. FRIDAY, A light breeze to day and we make a little progress. I7JAN3JAI1Y 1839. SUNDAY: Abreeze
in the morning, which sunk during the day and left us calm. 30JANUARY 1839. WEDNESDAY: ...a dreadful thunderstorm broke on the bay, accompanied with a gale of wind, of great violence. 5 FEBRUARY
1839. TUESDAY: There was not abreath of wind in the morning and the heat was intense. 7 FEBRUARY 1839.THUIlSDAY: Last evening we had the grandest thunder storm I have met yet seen. 8 FEBRUARY
1839. FRIDAY: Calm; but a tremendous swell which makes the Ship roll dreadfully. 9 FEBRUARY 1839. SATURDAY: Light breeze this morning which Increases during the day. 11 FEBRUARY 1839. MONDAY:
Fresh breeze today and cloudy. Squally inthe afternoon and evening 12 FEBRUARY 1839.TIJESDAY: Calm or nearly so this morning and the wind ratherunfavosarblr, which throws us rather out of our course.
13 FEBRUARY 1939. WEDNESDAY: Strong breezes this mutnlng... very heavy sea and the Ship pitched very heavily. 14 FEBRUARY 1839. THURSDAY: Breeze today. Still very fresh but a little more favourable.
16 FEBRUARY 1839. SATURDAY: It blows still fresh this morning... carrying us Southwards very fast... Planets shone with remarkable brightness last night and the galaxy was very bright. 17 FEBRUARY 1839.
SUNDAY: Wind changes this morning. It Is now very favourable, and away we go at 6 to 7 miles an hour. The motion of the Ship lurching and pitching so much Is very unpleasant, but the knowledge that we are
goingforwarsl on our voyage makes it easily endured. 20 FEBRUARY 1839. WEDNESDAY: This morning it is calm, but with such as a swell as have never yet seen. 22 FEBRUARY 1839. FRIDAY: A pretty fresh
breeze sprang up last evening with rain and fog. 23 FEBRUARY 1839, SATURDAY: Wind very favourable to day.,. Sky clear and brilliant. 24 FEBRUARY 1839. SUNDAY: Dead calm this morning and all day.
25 FEBRUARY 1839. MONDAY: Steady breeze this morning and fine weather. 26 FEBRUARY 1839.TUESDAY: Steady breeze this morning and fair. 29 FEBRUARY 1839. THURSDAY: Fresh breeze and
favourable sang up about midnight and continued 211 day. 1 MARCH 1839. FRIDAY: It blows very hard today with avery high Sea and waves rising to an amazing height. 2 MARCH 1839. SATURDAY: After a
very stormy night and the Sea running mountains high, we have less wind today but still a heavy Sea, and it is most piercing cold. 3 MARCH 1839. SUNDAY: Today we have alight breeze and clear weather.
4 MARCH 1839. MONDAY: We have a light breeze to day and cloudy dull weather, but from the rapidity of the current it seems that we sail without wind... 7 MARCH 1839. THURSDAY: Fresh breeze this
morning and we goon smoothly and pleasantly. 8 MARCH 1839. FRIDAY: Strong gale this morning and Sea runs very high. 9 MARCH 1819. SATURDAY: Gale Increased to day and the Sea, which runs still
higher, breaks over us very heavily, while the waves run with such fury that, as they break against her side, they give a shock which makes her whale timber crack. 10 MARCH 1939. SUNDAY: Gale still on the
increase with sudden squalls and rain. The Sea penetrates every seam ofthe decks and sides of the Ship... II MARCH 1839. TIJ ESDAY: This morning we had less wind and a smoother Sea, and sail along pleasantly.
13 MARCH 1939. WEDNESDAY: Last evening a strong breeze sprang up and put us under close reefs. 14 MARCH 1839. THURSDAY: It blew very hard all night... It split every sail we could hoist, and left us at
last hauled up with our foresails and these ins shattered state. 15 MARCH 1839. FRIDAY: Very Calm this morning and we are close In land. 16 MARCH 1839. SATURDAY: Last night at Sunsets fresh breeze
sprsngup suddenly which increased to a smart gale duringthe night. 21 MARCH 1839. THURSDAY: Last night was remarkable for heavy thunderstorms andwitbvrryvivid lightning. 8 APRIL 1939. MONDAY,.
--

Light breezes -and calms again to day-and cs'try appearance of prolonged voyage still. 11APR11, 1839. TII URSDAY: Fair wind th is morning. We crowded every inch ofcanvas upon the ship and have afairrun.
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Kaldor Public Arc Project 33, The Loot Resort, 2017, presented at the
Observatory Hill Rotunda in Sydney from 13 October -5 November
2017. Co-commissioned by Kaldor Public Art Projects with Esther
Schtpprr, Berlin, and Marian Goodman Gallery.

Anti Sala: the lust Resort of The last Resort based on the Clarinet
Concerto in A major, K. 622 by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
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To retain and record time, we make notes, keep journals and write history. Nl,tr,
exact measurements are captured through mechanisms tapping-out time's maceaten:
as aligned with the stars and passage of the planets.
For colonial Sydney the nexus of timekeeping was Observatory Hill. It wat t I::
settlement's highest vantage-point, a place for the observation of time's passing r I::
mopping of stars and land, the movement of ships to and from the growing colon
This is our recorded history, repeated and reinforced by two centuries of cs-tilt
ment. It does not take into its orbit the 60,000 years of Indigenous culture: knools
of the land, sea and sky, or other concepts of time.
Anti Sala conjurs for us an invented history, an imaginary journey that takes a
masterpiece of the European Enlightenment, Mozart's iconic Clarinet Concerts in .4
Major (1791), as its starting point. Through a fictional passage across the sea and over
time, Sala transforms the concerto's structure, as if, like a message in a bottle, it had
been washed ashore in Sydney after a long voyage at sea.
The notation of musical composition and tempo provide tools to retain similitude
across changing ages. To capture and seal sounds for their later re-enactment—ti,
be recorded, repeated and replayed. The Loot Resort of The Loot Resort opens Mozart's
composition to corruption and alteration.
Within the Rotunda high on Observatory 1-ItlI In Sydney,the recomposed and
recorded variation of the adagio is played from inside an orchestra of suspended
snare drums. Thirty-eight customised drums hang from the Rotunda's ceiling, their
mirrored surface forming a sea of reflections. Triggered by the frequencies of the
concerto, their beat creates a dialogue between the recorded orchestral track and its
live kinetic response
The adagio's original indications of tempo have been substituted by Sala for the
wind conditions described in the private journal of English settler James Bell, Private
Journal of a Voyage to Australia, 1038-39. Dependent on sea breezes and ocean currents,
Bell's journal is framed by the weather and its effect on the ship's movements and
passage. Transposing Bell's daily account with the composition's bars and msisic:,l
phrases—unfavourable or calm winds, breezes, gales, hurricanes and storms litcrslli
take over the second movement of the concerto.
Captured within th 5 LP recording the adagio takes its place between Solo
tions on the concerto's first and second movements. In the allegro, the first move,t,co,,
the notes of the A Major chord are displaced, removed from all the instrumental ports,
echoed only by basset clarinets. The effect is to shift the gravity of the piece, to remove
its central structure, the pillar of its composition. The third roovertlent, the rott,l,,.
disrupts the succession of alternations between the soloist and II:, I::,,: - at :lrin THat, moot ,lid not reach the destination it: the originally intended ::r:ic
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exact I00050reIllents are captured through IlIccIlalliSms tapping-out time's roovc:n: Ill
as aligned with the stars and passage of the planets.
For colonial Sydney the nexus of timekeeping was Observatory Hill. It was I
settlement's highest vantage-point, a place for the observation of rime's passing. I Its
mapping of stars and land, the movement of ships to and from the growing colony.
This is our recorded history, repeated and reinforced by two centuries of testis
rnent. It does not take into its orbit the 60,000 years of Indigenous culture: knowledge
of the land, sea and sky, or other concepts of time.
Anti Sala conjors for us an invented history, an imaginary journey that takes a
masterpiece of the European Enlightenment, Mozart's ironic Clarinet Concerto in I
Major (1791), as its starting point. Through a fictional passage across the sea and 1:5:- :
time, Sala transforms the concerto's structure, as if, like a message in a bottle, it had
been washed ashore in Sydney after a long voyage at sea.
The notation of musical composition and tempo provide tools to retain similit:i:Ini
across changing ages. To capture and seal sounds for their later re-enactment --- to
be recorded, repeated and replayed. The Last Resort of The Last Resort opens Mo-err It
composition to corruption and alteration.
Within the Rotunda high on Observatory Hill in Sydney, the recomposed 1:1:1
recorded variation of the adagio is played from inside on orchestra of susyc:: I: .1
snare drums. Thirty-eight customised drums hang from the Rotunda's ceiling. tI:-mirrored surface forming a sea of reflections. Triggered by the frequencies I:: tie
concerto, their beat creates a dialogue between the recorded orchestral track :01:1
live kinetic response.
The adagio's original indications of tempo have been substituted by Sala for
wind conditions described in the private journal of English settler James Bell, Pr :5 ire
Journal of a Voyage to Australia, 1838-39. Dependent on sea breezes and ocean cures Ills.
Bell's journal is framed by the weather and its effect on the ship's movements arr:I
passage. Transposing Bell's daily account with the composition's bars and 110::t:s:l
phrases—unfavourable or cairn winds, breezes, gales, hurricanes and storms liter:Il3
take over the second movement of the concerto.
Captured within this LP recording, the adagio takes its place between Sala's 5:::-:::
tions on the concerto's first and second movements, to the allegro, the first mnverrre::l,
the notes of the A Major chord are displaced, removed from all the instrumental errs
echoed only by basset clarinets, The effect is to shift the gravityof the piece, to rc:::::ce
its central structure, the pillar of its composition. The third movement, the rr::::l::,
disrupts the succession of alternations between the soloistand the tilt t I, :15 if tire or::er:1151:1 :11:1 11:11 teach site Ic sti::::l:::,l iii the :trigir:::Iiy irrtrir:Ir:I ::r:hcr.

